Instructions for Install Handle Bar & Wheeler

1. Please mention there is only 1 side can install the handle bar which the side has 2 mounting holes.

2. Mount the handle bar inside the carrier on HOLE #1 (as you see in pictures), Use TBF 4.8 BOLT (14mm), other side same.

3. Mount the support bar inside or outside either way on HOLE #2 (as you see in pictures), Use TBF 4.8 BOLT (14mm), other side same.
4. Put the support bar & handle bar in right position, make the holes on each bar match, then lock with quick release bolt. Every time you fold it up, you need to removed this quick release bolt.

5. Install the Wheeler. This carrier come with (4) 4” wheeler, which you can pull it really easy even heavy stuff on the carrier. For install the wheeler tight and running smooth, a 58mm Pliers or Wrench is required, which not included in the package.